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Unpacking two design for health living lab approaches for more effective interdisciplinary collaboration

This paper provides an overview of a research project to was to build understanding of resonances/differences across cultural contexts related to two design for health living labs, one based in a hospital in New Zealand and one in more community focussed from a university in Sheffield, UK. A series of collaborative workshops between designers and health practitioners and researchers during four exchanges were held in Auckland and Sheffield to unpack the approaches and projects of the two. Using the labs as case studies we explore how to best develop creative, dynamic and innovative approaches to developing new healthcare solutions. While the two labs operated in different contexts, we identified similar challenges when undertaking design for health projects, with respect to how to bring these different disciplines together for collaborative activities. From this we have identified and developed a concept for “Design/Health: a toolkit for collaboration”, as a means to hold space for teams to consider the necessary but often overlooked attributes that’s underpin successful design for health collaborations.
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Introduction

“Living Labs” emerged in Europe around 2005, as networks of small public-private partnerships that are normally characterised by user-involvement and real-life experimentation in the innovation process (Almirall & Wareham 2008). “Social labs” are open and collaborative platforms to support “social innovation”, through inquiry, analysis, and experimentation as a means to address complex social challenges. The issues tackled by such labs are generally ambitious and align with Buchanan (1992) described as “Wicked Problems”. Wicked problems are tackled using participatory or codesign approaches and practices that embrace the variety of skills and expertise that both designers and end users may bring. In these environments, “design innovation involves a complex blending of many different forms of knowledge, [and therefore]
requires us to understand a set of connections between sites and domains” (Sunley et al., 2008:678). Applying design as a collaborative process with end-users is not new. However, how co-creation and co-production approaches has been embraced by policy makers and politicians as necessary for innovative solutions is a relatively recent phenomenon (Voorberg et al. 2014). In order to manage the complexity of issues tackled by social labs may require the introduction of appropriate infrastructures. Some labs approach this by establishing collaborative networks between universities, industries, and governments. The shift from industry-government dyads to include universities helps engage higher levels of training and specialist knowledge to “generate new institutional and social formats and formats for the production, transfer and application of knowledge” (Ranga and Etzkowitz 2013:5).

This paper describes an initiative to build understanding of the distinct but complementary approaches and methods practiced by two living labs, to recognise their respective strengths and in doing so, build capacity, develop and expand the work through sharing best practice. In this paper we will present how this led to an opportunity to explore how best to develop and refine a working model for on-going collaboration when tackling key health challenges through innovation in design, which can be applied to other research in the area of design for health.

**Methodology**

Through a series of week-long co-design workshops and symposiums, in New Zealand, the United Kingdom and Australia, we set out to collaboratively develop one hospital and one community-based design-led solution to promote wellbeing for people living with dementia. Through these research projects and the associated activities (symposia and workshops) we aimed to:
Develop design-led solutions to promote well-being of people living with dementia in NZ and UK.

Help understand the distinct but complementary approaches and methods practiced by the two labs, build capacity, develop and expand the work through sharing best practice.

Develop a working model for on-going collaboration in tackling key health challenges through innovation in design which can be applied to other research in the area of design for health.

Engage with students in design and health to continue to build research capacity.

Through the aims described above, we intended to explore how the intersection of knowledge between the partners could optimise what each group might achieve on their own, through the combined skills, expertise, resources, and infrastructure. Our ultimate goal was to bring design thinking to health in a novel way and in doing so, create positive healthcare experiences and improve wellbeing for people with dementia and their whānau (family). We recognised that the learning that arose from this partnership has the potential to advance knowledge and develop new methodological thinking that can be applied to a broad range of other health challenges.

**The two labs**

The Design for Health and Wellbeing (DHW) Lab, a collaboration between the Auckland DHB and AUT’s Faculty of Design and Creative Technologies, was a co-design studio located within Auckland City Hospital (Figure 1). It was established with the vision of introducing the principles and methods of experience-based co-design into a healthcare environment (Reay et al. 2016). The DHW Lab was a relatively new
initiative formally launched in 2015. It is viewed as a new type of embedded innovation pathway, employs a small interdisciplinary team of designers and researchers, and had up to 11 postgraduate students, working on a variety of design for health projects. It was co-funded by the ADHB and AUT. The DHW Lab worked closely with the Centre for Person Centred Research (CPCR) at AUT. CPCR’s focus is on ‘rethinking rehabilitation’. This AUT collaboration brought together an interdisciplinary team at the intersection of a person-centred research approach and experience-based co-design, augmenting potential for innovation in health systems and service delivery. CPCR augmented the DHW Lab’s potential to translate new design solutions by connecting to a broader network of health providers, funders, community rehabilitation and advocacy groups.

Figure 1. The DHW Lab studio in Auckland City Hospital (from Reay et al. 2016)

In contrast, Lab4Living is a trans-disciplinary research cluster based in the UK. It is a collaborative community of researchers in design, health-care and creative practices.
The lab works locally, nationally and internationally to develop products, services and interventions that promote dignity and enhance well-being and is part of the European Network of Living Labs. While the DHW Lab was relatively new, Lab4Living is one of the most established and respected living labs member of the European Network of Living Labs. In the recent Research Excellence Framework (the criteria on which research in the UK is measured) 81% of the ADRC’s research was deemed to be ‘World leading’ or ‘Internationally excellent’, one of the highest in the United Kingdom.

At the time of the research\(^1\), both labs were successfully established and add value to healthcare through patient and family focused innovation. The labs shared the fundamental belief of the value of design in the context of health. They have demonstrated that no one profession can solve challenges facing health-care in isolation, and that a holistic and sometimes tangential view of systems, processes and pathways may be required to ensure responses are appropriately flexible and adaptable to maximise their impact. While both, throughout a range of successfully executed projects, offer multi-methods of enquiry utilising a variety of research tools to identify needs and to define and understand complex problems, the approaches adopted by the two Labs are very different. The DHW lab was hospital based and largely focussed on Auckland DHB problems. Lab4Living is physically located in the Art and Design Research Centre (ADRC) at Sheffield Hallam University, with researchers engaging nationally throughout healthcare networks, local councils and voluntary sector.

\(^1\) The DHW Lab project ended in early 2018.
Designing more effective collaboration

Throughout this project we engaged in a range of mapping exercises to explore the similarities and differences in the structure, context, values of each lab. Sheffield Hallam’s ‘Design Futures’ studio and the ‘Lab for Living’ have confidence and freedom about their practice, blending Research and Design (Figure 2). This resulted in some outstanding product development, exhibitions and research contributions in the field of Design/Health. Both of these initiatives were based inside a University. One of the factors that made the operation at the DHW lab unique was its location and service to Auckland DHB. We were interested in exploring how the DHW Lab could have both a creative and tangible impact on the healthcare experience, specifically at Auckland DHB but also out in the community?

Figure 2. A workshop mapping the labs approaches.

The collaborative workshops held as part of this research were supported by a subsequent autoethnographic research project with the wider NZ based team from the DHW Lab and Centre for Person Centred Research. The qualitative findings from this diverse group confirmed how healthcare is a vast, complex system that remains strongly influenced by a biomedical discourse, historical notions of hierarchy, and firmly entrenched traditions. This sits in contrast to the fast pace of the changing world, where the challenges our health system are required to innovative. In order to influence those
who work in healthcare to think differently about future healthcare possibilities requires considerable effort to renegotiate relationships between the users of healthcare and the systems (and people) that deliver it. We explored the potential of a design for health collaboration for tackling these challenges, and suggest how we have navigated this interdisciplinary space to identify opportunities to make health more person centered, collaborative and generous. We reflect how system attributes (i.e. lack of resource, complexity and power), as well as personality driven attributes (culture, values, confidence) result in barriers to more innovative approaches. We argue that the reimagining of healthcare services and delivery takes collective impact and requires us to transcend disciplinary boundaries (Figure 3). While challenging, successful design for health collaborations can lead to holistic solutions that help to rethink how care can be considered or delivered in the future.

Figure 3. Framework for co-creating health

Design/Health: a toolkit for collaboration

As discussed, this collaboration explored how global health challenges require new
ways of thinking and innovative approaches to how and where care is delivered. Design for health opens up new possibilities. It allows us to draw on a tradition of creative and divergent thinking to address these fundamental yet practical challenges to our society’s health and wellbeing. This requires ongoing collaboration between practitioners in design and health.

Like other collaborations, we identified design for health is often marked by: A sense of stepping into the unknown, an ongoing learning curve, a clash of worlds and disciplines, a lack of understanding, constraining systems and structures. At its core, design for health is about understanding and empathising with the experiences of those who use health services, products, and interventions. This involves acknowledging that people who access healthcare often feel anxious and vulnerable. Where possible design for health collaborations try to involve end users in the design process, empowering them to take charge of their health and wellbeing and to support the growth of better health services. The purpose of the design/health toolkit is to initiate and grow strong design for health collaborations by introducing the principles and methods of experience-based co-design into a healthcare environment (Figure 4). Through carefully curated activities, the toolkit facilitates the development of products, services and interventions that promote health, dignity and enhance wellbeing.
Figure 4. Early prototype and final concept of Design/Health: a toolkit for collaboration
Discussion

The programme of research and engagement allowed a critical unpacking of how the different design labs operated. This helped us to learn from our experiences to identify how to more effectively navigate design for health collaborations. This revealed a number of challenges to how research activities might more effectively work across the very different disciplines and contexts. From this, several opportunities were identified to reframe opportunities for how designers can more effectively engage with health contexts when undertaking collaborative design-led projects. This included developing a toolkit to support the successful initiation of design for health projects.
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